
your environment and 7) Celebrate the wins.   
 

Each of these tips was explained during the message and you can 

look at your message notes to refresh your memory.  What tips do 

you easily connect with?  Which ones do not match your 

personality or lifestyle?  Which tips excite you?  Contemplate 

these tips for starting a new habit and write your thoughts here.   

 

  

 

 

Thursday, July 22 
Pastor Jack ended the message by encouraging people to start a 

new habit that will lead to new healthy habits that will change 

your life forever.  Did you come up with a habit you’d like to 

develop?  Perhaps you thought of more than one habit you’d like 

to develop and that can change your life story for the better!  In 

the space below, write as many as three habits you’d like to 

explore so that your life story can be told with new exciting 

chapters!  Beside each habit, write a few thoughts on how you like 

to see that habit affect your life in the new future.  How would 

you that habit affect your life over a year and a half?  Five years?  

Write your response to these questions and pray that this brief 

time of contemplating these habits will provide a new beginning 

for your life.   

   

 

 

 

Friday, July 23 

Walt Disney said, “The way to get started is to quit talking and 

start doing.”  It’s now time to stop writing and start doing!  Pick 

one of the habits you selected to write about yesterday.  No look 

at your responses to the questions on Wednesday about what tips 

for creating new habits excite you and march your personality and 

life.  Select three tips with which to start the habit you selected 

from yesterday.  How can those tips move you forward in the 

creation of your new habit?  There’s no time like now to begin!! 

Message Notes – July 18, 2021 
 

Life Changing Decisions – Start* 

I. Each of our stories has a unique _____________. 

A. Most likely we don’t often think about “the story” 

of our lives.  We’re too busy __________ it! 

B. Sometimes we skip the ____________ chapters of 

our lives. 

C. There is ______ ______, no matter how you 

describe your life story. 

II. Daniel was a prophet about _____ hundred years 

before Jesus walked the face of the earth. 

A. Daniel would tell us _____ things. 

1. First, God is in ___________. 

2. Second, we should spend less time wondering 

when __________ events will happen and more 

time learning how we should live _____. 

B. Why was Daniel _______________?  Why was he 

favored above others?  Why did the king ________ 

him so much? 

C. The habit that Daniel developed and empowered 

him to stare down the big cats – __________. 

III. How do we start new _________, new disciplines that 

will move us toward writing new chapters in our lives 

that we would become ________ to share? 

A. Seven science-based tips on how to develop better 

habits that will ______. 

1. Start with ________ and specific actions. 

 

2. Pick a _________ or anchor for your new 

practice. 

 

 

                                                 
*Daniel 6:1-10 



3. Find ____________ in your new discipline. 

 

4. Try “_______________ bundling.” 

 

 

5. Slide a _______ habit into the space occupied 

by a _____ one. 

 

6. ____________ your environment. 

 

 

7. Celebrate the ______. 

 

B. Start a discipline ________ that will change your 

story forever.  Just start where you are.  Just take 

that first step.  Just one step. 

Daily Devotional Guide  
The following is a daily devotional and study guide meant  

to enhance your understanding of the message  

and grow as a Christian.   

It is offered for your personal reflection or to share with others.  

 

Monday, July 19 
Our lives tell a story and they are unique as our fingerprints.  Sure 

there are similarities in the challenges we face of the successes we 

celebrate, but your story is singularly yours.  We often don’t take 

time to reflect on the stories of our lives because we’re too busy 

living our lives.  But reflecting on our life stories allow us to learn 

lessons more deeply and discover new ways in which to live so 

that our stories can change trajectory so that we can live the story 

we would be proud to share!  Often, when we share our life 

stories, we leave out negative chapters or events.   

What would your life story look like?  What chapter titles would 

you use?  What chapters would you leave out of your story?  How 

would you want to change your story?  What chapters would you 

like to life and then write?  Meditate on these questions and write 

your thoughts here, giving thanks to God for being with you 

throughout your life story.      

 

 

 

Tuesday, July 20 

Read Daniel 6:1-10.  Daniel, a Hebrew Prophet exiled to Babylon, 

became a trusted and valued advisor to the rulers of Babylon and 

Persia.  He was a man of integrity, honesty and intellect.  He also 

trusted God explicitly and fervently.  Because of his success, other 

advisors to the Babylonian rulers became jealous.  What did those 

other advisors do?  While you may have heard about Daniel and 

the Lion’s Den, what do you actually remember about the story?  

Having read even the brief portion selected for today, are there 

surprises that you don’t remember?  Some who reread the story of 

Daniel are surprised by the political landscape that marks the 

events of this book in our Hebrew Scriptures.  If you have time, 

read more of Daniel.  Write your impressions of Daniel and how 

his life was marked by integrity and devotion to God.  Do you 

know anyone today that reminds you of Daniel?  Write your 

thoughts here.    

 

 

 

 

Wednesday, July 21 
Read Daniel 6:1-10.  If you have a study Bible, read the synopsis 

of the entire Book of Daniel. During the message, Pastor Jack 

shared seven tips from an article written by Michelle Crouch and 

based on the research by Susan Weinschenk, a behavioral 

psychologist.  The seven tips are 1) Start with small and specific 

actions, 2) Pick a trigger or anchor for your new practice, 3) Find 

pleasure in your new discipline, 4) Try “temptation bundling,” 5) 

Slide a good habit into the space occupied by a bad one, 6) design  


